Keep Calm and....Get Even

By Anna Von Reitz

If you have been listening to Grandma the last several years and thinking along on your own, you've been putting aside those extra rolls of toilet paper and cough drops and are not caught unprepared for even a relatively prolonged stay at home.

I was not exactly prophetic, as it only stands to reason that for various motives, the rats will desire to interrupt business as usual and find means to distract people and keep them off the streets during the 90-day shut down of the UNITED STATES, INC.

If nothing else, they will want an excuse for the business and financial disruptions this shut down causes--- and the CV delivers that excuse.

This man-created "emergency" is 90% fear-porn, because as already detailed, the survival parameters are about the same as for the Common Cold, but the fear itself is generating problems that are much worse than anything the CV can do, simply by paralyzing production and crippling appropriate responses --- which do not include quarantines.

Quarantines, obviously, don't work. Work stoppages and supply chain interruptions imposed by quarantines don't help. Practical measures like hand washing, turning off 5G, Vitamin C, enriched oxygen atmosphere, essential oils, good diet, and similar steps do help, but instead of focusing on helpful "news" the Mainstream Media is predictably hyping all the fear-porn to increase its own viewership ratings.

Bah, and humbug. Remember: one's response to bad news can be more damaging than the bad news itself. That includes panic selling on the stock markets and commodity hoarding and blocking shipments of supplies.

The plain fact is ---- if you aren't afraid of the Common Cold, there is no reason to fear the CV, either. Your chances of death from either one are about even.

Keep that in mind going forward, and be annoyed with all those people who are over-reacting and not going to work and emptying store shelves ten minutes before closing and standing around looking paranoid.

Be even more annoyed with the "government" officials whipping this up as a Big Deal and invoking quarantines and by their own actions fostering fear and fear-based reactions in the public.

Yes, people are going to die. 600,000 per year die from flu on a predictable basis. That's a lot of people, but on the other hand, we don't stop trains and close down factories because of it.

The only thing different and scary about CV is how fast the infection spreads, and the fact that is it weaponized to preferentially attack certain populations, with Asian men being five times more susceptible than Europeans.
Since we know who developed this particular virus, Quinetiq, Inc., and we know it is owned by ELIZABETH II, aided and abetted by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, I would suggest that the most rational response for the other countries and industries that are being harmed, is to file suit for damages and attach liens to the corporations responsible, while imposing on the Pope to liquidate them for criminal wrong-doing.

Makes sense to me.

This time the British Connection didn't escape detection. Let's make sure that those responsible get kicked in the teeth hard enough to be discouraged from any further use of bioweapons. Treat them like two year-olds with a hammer and send them straight to bed without supper.

And thank God that the virus has not performed according to their expectations.

They are, after all, still bent on killing off their priority creditors by any means fair or foul, so long as they don't get caught doing it.

These "purges" and "culling of the herd" as envisioned by the nasty UN CORP and exposed as the UN Agenda 21, are, after all, just par for their long-established practices of identity and credit theft, followed by killing off their priority creditors, and either hyper-inflating or deflating the value of the victim's currency.

After which the criminals sail over the horizon and are --- purportedly --- never heard from again, but, times they-are-a-changing. China was their next intended "mark" but China wised up, which is why China was the epicenter of the attack. Now they will try to move to Indonesia and the Philippines and Southeast Asia. Let's see how that goes for them, shall we?

Meantime, all the victims of this rot in the Mideast, Europe, North America, and now, China, need to keep up the hue and cry and keep on tracking the foxes until we nail them at last in their dens.
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